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Abstract

Platinum (Pt) is the state-of-the-art catalyst for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), but its high cost and
scarcity limit its large-scale use. However, if the usage of Pt reduces to a sufficiently low level, this critical
barrier may be overcome. Atomically dispersed metal catalysts with high activity and high atom efficiency
have the possibility to achieve this goal. Herein, we report a locally distributed atomic Pt-Co nitrogen-carbonbased catalyst (denoted as A-CoPt-NC) with high activity and robust durability for ORR (267 times higher
than commercial Pt/C in mass activity). The A-CoPt-NC shows a high selectivity for the 4e-pathway in ORR,
differing from the reported 2e-pathway characteristic of atomic Pt catalysts. Density functional theory
calculations suggest that this high activity originates from the synergistic effect of atomic Pt-Co located on a
defected C/N graphene surface. The mechanism is thought to arise from asymmetry in the electron
distribution around the Pt/Co metal centers, as well as the metal atoms' coordination with local environments
on the carbon surface. This coordination results from N8V4 vacancies (where N8 represents the number of
nitrogen atoms and V4 indicates the number of vacant carbon atoms) within the carbon shell, which enhances
the oxygen reduction reaction via the so-called synergistic effect.
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Abstract
Platinum (Pt) is the state-of-the-art catalyst for oxygen reduction (ORR) and hydrogen
evolution (HER), but its high cost and scarcity limit its large-scale use. However, if the usage
of Pt can be reduced to a sufficiently low level (0.125mg/cm2 according to the Department of
Energy (DOE) target), this critical barrier may be overcome. Atomically dispersed metal
catalysts with high activity and high atom efficiency make them possible to achieve this goal.
Herein, we report a locally distributed atomic Pt-Co nitrogen-carbon based catalyst (denoted
as A-CoPt-NC) with high activity and robust durability for ORR (267 times higher than
commercial Pt/C in mass activity) and HER (much superior to Pt/C). The A-CoPt-NC shows a
high selectivity for the 4e- pathway in ORR, differing from the reported 2e- pathway
characteristic of atomic Pt catalysts. Importantly, the A-CoPt-NC catalyst in this experiment
only contains ~0.0005 mg/cm2 of Pt and the activity is about 20 times the DOE target at 0.9V
in alkaline solution. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest that this high activity
originates from the synergistic effect of atomic Pt-Co located on a defected C/N graphene
surface. The mechanism is thought to arise from asymmetry in the electron distribution around
the Pt/Co metal centres, as well as the metal atoms coordination with local environments on
the carbon surface. This coordination results from N8V4 vacancies (where N8 represents the
number of nitrogen atoms, V4 indicates the number of vacant carbon atoms) within the carbon
shell that enhances the oxygen reduction reaction via the so-called synergistic effect. DFT
calculations suggest the HER activity arises from atomic Pt-Co coupling species locating at
N6V4 vacancies within the graphitic shell causing the A-CoPt-NC catalyst to show extremely
high HER activities in both acid and alkaline solutions.

Platinum (Pt) is the benchmark electrocatalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)1-5 and
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)6, 7, exhibiting high activities. However, the high cost and
the natural scarcity of Pt still hamper its industrial implementation. Downsizing the Pt particles
to expose more Pt atoms on the surface (rendering higher atom efficiency) is a viable strategy
to enable Pt based catalysts more affordable. Generally, when particle sizes are further reduced
to the nanoscale, quantum size effects will be induced in the catalysts, which not only alter the
surface energy due to the unsaturated coordination, but change the d state energy of metal
atoms leading to spatial electron localization8, 9. This size-induced change of electronic
structures at active sites will subsequently tailor the binding capability with the diverse species
of reactants (e.g. O2 in ORR or H+ in HER), thus increases in the activities of catalysts of the
electrocatalytic reactions are attainable.
Recently, the so-called single-atom catalyst (SACs) have sparked new interests in
heterogeneous catalysis, maximizing the atom efficiency and demonstrating excellent catalytic
performance

in

CO

oxidation10-12,

water-gas

shift

(WGS)

reaction13,

14

,

and

electrochemical/photoelectrochemical reactions15-17. However, the development of SACs in
electrocatalysis is still in its infancy, as several issues are urgently to be addressed. Firstly,
SACs are not really “atoms” (i.e. zero valence state), as the atomic metal species interact
strongly with the neighbouring atoms on support and exhibit valence states. This pivotal fact
pushes us to reconsider that the active sites in SACs are originated from the unique coordination
structures between the single metal atoms and surround non-metallic atoms of the support.
Secondly, optimization of the electronic structure on the active sites by modulating the
coordination environment of the metal atoms (MAs) has become a critical route to enhance the
reactivity of the active sites. Take the MA-N-C (MA = Fe or Co) coordination structure for an
example, the MA-N2 moieties as active centres have been reported more efficient for ORR than
those of the MA-N4 moieties. This is ascribed to the more suitable interaction of MA-N2

moieties with *O2 and *OH intermediates15,

18

. Thirdly, selectivity in SACs for specific

electrochemical reactions is important. For instance, the isolated atomic Pt species (denoted as
IA-Pt) were reported to possess a high selectivity for the production of H2O2 via a 2e- pathway
(𝑂2 + 2𝐻 + + 2𝑒 − → 𝐻2 𝑂2) rather than H2O via a 4e- pathway (𝑂2 + 4𝐻 + + 4𝑒 − → 2𝐻2 𝑂).
This is because the breaking of the O-O bond is not energetically favourable on the isolated
atomic Pt sites19-21. However, it is possible to alter the reaction to a 4e- pathway for ORR by
putting another Pt (or different metal) atom at a certain distance. Fourthly, the research on the
atomic interaction between metallic atoms in a certain local environment may provide
insightful understanding of “synergetic effect”. The so-called “synergetic effect” has been
extensively used, but it is very rare to studies on its origination, especially at the atomic level.
Therefore, it is imperative to get an in-depth insight into the interactions between the atomic
metal species and local environment on the support (e.g. atomic metal-nonmetal coordination),
which may direct us to design the new generation of atomic metal catalysts with high activity
and selectivity. Very recently, our group developed a defective graphene (DG) with a high
density of structural defects22. Besides the defects themselves activating the electrochemical
reactions according to the proposed defect mechanism22, defects are highly likely to provide
unique sites for trapping metallic species23, 24. Due to the different structures and sizes of the
defects, one or more metal atoms might be trapped into one specific defect, providing the
possibility of studying the interaction between the single metal atom and neighboring nonmetal
atoms, the interaction between the metal atom pairs (in this case atomic Pt-Me (Me=Co/Pt)
coupling species) and the interaction between the metal atom pair and the neighboring
nonmetal atoms. Additionally, compared to the metal oxide supports, defective carbon presents
a high tolerance in electrolyte environments at a wide range of pH, which enables the catalyst
to work in alkaline, neutral and acid electrolytes. This is particularly relevant to the HER in
this study.

Herein, we report a new class of atomic Co-Pt carbon/N based catalyst (denoted as ACoPt-NC) that directly utilized the induced defects in the shell of carbon capsules to form
atomic Co-Pt-N-C coordination structures as active sites through electrochemical activation.
According to the analysis of X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES), the atomic
configurations between Co/Pt and N/C can be deduced. Direct observation from HAADFSTEM image clearly demonstrates that the atomic metals (Co/Pt) are trapped into a vacancy
type defect to form integrity of atomic Co-Pt-N-C coordination structures. Experimentally, the
obtained A-CoPt-NC catalyst exhibited very high activity and robust stability for the ORR in
alkaline solution, delivering the specific (electrochemical active surface area (ECSA)
normalized to Pt mass) and mass activities of 85 and 267 times greater than those of the
commercial Pt/C catalyst, respectively. Meanwhile, the activity had no obvious loss after a 240
min electrochemical durability test. The atomic Pt shows high selectivity for the 4e- pathway
in ORR, which is different from the counterpart reported in former literatures19-21. Furthermore,
A-CoPt-NC exhibits extremely high activities in HER under all pH (acidic, neutral and alkaline)
conditions. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations on model structures developed based
on the observed and other possible Co-Pt-N-C configurations reveal that atomic Pt-Me
(Me=Co/Pt) coupling at the carbon defects (denoted as a(Pt-Me)@NXVY where X is the
number of nitrogens surrounding the defect and Y is the number of carbon atoms removed) can
significantly tailor the electronic structure of the metal atoms and alter the charge distribution
at the coordination structures, thereby enhancing the specific electrocatalytic performances
(a(Pt-Co)@N8V4 for ORR and a(Pt-Co)@N6V4 for HER).

Preparation and characterization of A-CoPt-NC electrocatalyst

Figure 1 | Preparation and morphology characterization of A-CoPt-NC. a,
Schematic illustration of the synthesis procedure of A-CoPt-NC. b, An optical photo of
the Co-MOF crystal. The inset image shows Co-MOF in the DMF solution. c, TEM
images of the Co-NC composite. The inset TEM image demonstrates the core-shell
structure. d, TEM images of A-CoPt-NC. The inset TEM image demonstrates the
hollow graphitic shells.
A-CoPt-NC was fabricated by a facile two-step synthesis strategy with the precursor of rodlike cobalt-metal organic framework (Co-MOF) as shown in Fig. 1a. In the first step, the asprepared Co-MOF (Fig. 1b and inset) was carbonized at 850 ºC with simultaneous nitrogen
doping treatment, forming the core-shell Co-NC structure (Fig. 1c and inset). We then
electrochemically applied a cyclic-potential to the Co-NC electrode (a similar activation
process can be referred to the literature25, 26). Thereby carbon based hollow nanostructures with
graphitic shells were generated (Fig. 1d and inset). Although XRD patterns show that no
obvious metallic crystal phases exist after the electrochemical activation (Supplementary

Fig.1), the characterization of both inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
(ICP-AES)

and

energy-dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)

elemental

mapping

(Supplementary Fig.2) demonstrate trace amounts of Co and Pt in A-PtCo-NC (the content of
Co is 1.72 wt %, compared to 21.10 wt % before activation, and the content of Pt is 0.16 wt %),
indicating almost all of the Co cores has been removed. These results prompted us to propose
that the atomically disperse Co and Pt co-doped in NC capsules can form during the
electrochemical activation process, which will be verified below.

Figure 2 | The structural characterizations of A-CoPt-NC. a,b, The k2-weighted
Fourier transform spectra of the Co and Pt EXAFS for Co-NC, A-CoPt-NC, Co foil and
Pt foil, respectively. The insets are the Co and Pt XANES spectra, respectively, for A-

CoPt-NC. c,d, The dark-field STEM images of the A-CoPt-NC. The position of the
cobalt core dissolved in the activation, is marked with the red dashed ring. e, The
corresponding bright-field STEM image of (d) with the inset of the schematic diagram
of the interstice zone. f, The distribution of distances of adjacent metal atoms counted
from 40 neighbouring metal atom pairs. g, The HAADF image of A-CoPt-NC after fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) filtering. The bright yellow spots are metal atoms and
the cyan spots are carbon atoms. h, A partially zoomed-in image of the area framed
in g. Metal atoms are marked by purple circles. The carbon atoms adjacent to #1 and
#2 metal atoms are linked with red line. i, Model of the configuration of the 2 metal
atoms trapped in the defect, reconstructed from the observed atomic structure in h.
To further investigate the fine structure of Pt and Co on carbon, we performed X-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) spectrometry. The intensity of Co-Co peak around 2.2 Å decays after the activation,
revealing a change in the Co local environment (Fig. 2a)15, 27. The dissolution of Co cores
during activation disrupts the majority of the original Co-Co coordination and the residual Co
clusters contribute to the declined Co-Co peak (there may also exist some undissolved Co cores
although we did not observe any in searching domain by TEM). This is further confirmed by
the aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images. In Fig.
2c, the area of the initial Co core before activation is marked with a red dashed ring. It can be
seen that the Co core was removed and only a small Co cluster sized ~ 1 nm remained, which
agrees with the EXAFS analysis. The high intensity of the white line of A-CoPt-NC in the
XANES (inset of Fig.2a) indicates an oxidized electronic structure of Co, which is due to the
Co-N and/or Co-C and/or Co-C/N coordination newly formed during the activation process15.
It is suggested that the pre-edge peak of A-CoPt-NC at 7712 eV is the fingerprint of the Co-N4
square planar structure28, 29 due to the dipole forbidden 1s → 3d transition with dominantly

quadrupole coupling, which is analogous to the pre-edge peak of cobalt phthalocyanine30. This
finding is also consistent with the previous report of atomic Co catalyst used for HER27. It is
very difficult to distinguish the bond of the Co-N4 and Co-C4 due to the very small difference
of the bonding energy. However, it is reasonable to suppose that the coordination is Co-C/N4
because of the large amount of N in carbon shell.
In the R space spectra of Pt (Fig. 2b), the scattering peak derived from Pt-Pt
coordination at 2.6 Å is not observed, in contrast to the Pt foil, indicating atomic dispersion of
Pt species in the N-doped carbon capsules. The predominant peak around 1.8 Å can be ascribed
to Pt-C or Pt-N coordination20, 31. The XANES also indicates an oxidized electronic structure
of Pt (inset of Fig.2b). Further study shows that A-CoPt-C without N doping, as a control
experiment, exhibits a high amount of metallic Pt-Pt coordination (Supplementary Fig.3). The
corresponding Pt particles are also observed in A-CoPt-C by the TEM images in
Supplementary Fig.4. These findings suggest that N plays a critical role in trapping single Pt
atoms and a Pt-N-C coordination structure is highly possible.
Fig. 2d shows the distribution of single metal atoms. Interestingly, these single metal
atoms do not distribute uniformly on the carbon, but predominantly locate at the interstice of
the graphitic layers. Fig. 2e is the bright field image focussing on the same area shown in Fig.
2d, clearly illustrating the opening of graphitic layers. Since amorphous carbon is less stable
during the electrochemical activation and more easily oxidized32, we can deduce that those
openings were created through the corrosion of partially existing amorphous carbon in the shell
during the activation process, which is evidenced by increased graphitization degree of ACoPt-NC at 26.2° in the XRD pattern (Supplementary Fig.1). With the removal of amorphous
carbon forming the interstices, the cross-sections of the graphitic layers were exposed and
distorted, thereby increasing the disorder of the lattice. The acidic solution subsequently
permeated through these openings and dissolved the cobalt cores. Simultaneously, the Co and

Pt ions near the interstices were captured by the exposure of lattice defects in the carbon with
the assistance of the freshly generated dangling carbon and nitrogen bonds. These contribute
to the atomic metal species being distributed locally at the graphitic layer openings. The
statistical distribution11 of 40 pairs of two adjacent metal atoms (denoted as Me-Me, Me = Co
or Pt) shows that the Me-Me distances are in the range from 0.2 nm to 0.5 nm with most in the
interval of 0.25-0.29 nm. This phenomenon provides the experimental basis for structures used
in modelling, as discussed later.
Benefiting from fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and inverse FFT, noise was filtered
and the HAADF image of A-CoPt-NC with strong contrasts was gained from a less damaged
region of interest (ROI). This is shown in Fig. 2g with a clear view of the local coordination
environment of the metal atoms. In Fig. 2h, the metal atoms are marked with purple cycles and
the adjacent carbon/nitrogen atoms are linked. As a result, the configuration of the metal atoms
(Me-#1 and Me-#2) can be identified. The structure observed in the STEM image is simulated
in Fig. 2i. The same arrangement of the numbered atoms in Fig. 2h are used to obtain insight
into the structure-property correlation in A-CoPt-NC catalyst through computer simulations.

Electrocatalytic ORR activity of A-CoPt-NC

Figure 3 | Electrochemical oxygen reduction activities. a, Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
curves after different activation cycles in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. b, The evolution of
the ECSAPt during activation. c, ORR linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves of CoNC, A-CoPt-NC and Pt/C in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. d, Mass activity Tafel plot for ACoPt-NC and Pt/C. e, Comparison of mass activity, TOF, specific activity, ECSAPt per
unit Pt mass and stability of the A-CoPt-NC and Pt/C for ORR.

The electrochemical activation was performed with CV cycles from 0.1V to 1.1V vs RHE in
0.5 M sulphuric acid. Fig. 3a shows the evolution of the CV curves during activation. At the
beginning of activation, no typical hydrogen adsorption or desorption peaks in the range of
0.1V to 0.38V (signifying the presence of Pt) were observed. The hydrogen adsorption peak
appeared after 2000 CV cycles, indicating Pt started to load onto the carbon shell. The loading
amount of Pt increased with the additional CV cycles until 7000 cycles. From 7000 to 8000

cycles, the CV curves nearly overlapped demonstrating the saturation of Pt loading. The
corresponding ECSA analysis of the Pt also reveals that in the first 2000 CV cycles (zone A in
Fig. 3b), there was little Pt loading on the shell (the ECSAPt is nearly zero) due to the rarity of
adsorption sites in the carbon. During this stage, the amorphous carbon was oxidised and the
graphitic shell cracked. With the continued oxidation, an increasing number of adsorption sites
at the openings were generated and the Pt atoms were subsequently anchored (shown as zone
B).
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte (Supplementary
Fig.5) shows the current density increased with the rotation rate from 400 to 2500 rpm,
indicating a defined mass transfer controlled process. The Koutecky-Levich plot shown in the
inset implies a 4e- transfer pathway for the ORR. The rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE)
voltammogram of A-CoPt-NC is also performed in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte at a
rotation rate of 1600 rpm to accurately determine the electron transfer number. Based on the
ring and disk currents, the electron transfer number is calculated to be larger than 3.6 over the
potential range from 0.4 to 1.0 V vs RHE, and the H2O2 yield remained below 17%
(Supplementary Fig.6), indicating that 4e- transfer pathway is predominant in A-CoPt-NC for
ORR in 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. The polarization curves in Fig. 3c show that the Co-NC
exhibited higher half-wave potential (0.92 V vs RHE) but lower limit current density (4.8
mA/cm2) compared to those of commercial Pt/C catalyst, due to the metal-N-C catalysis33.
Notably, the A-CoPt-NC exhibited much better performance than those of Co-NC and Pt/C as
well as a robust stability (as shown in Supplementary Fig.7, after 4 hours reaction, A-CoPt-NC
still retains the 96.4% of the initial activity whereas the commercial Pt/C catalyst only preserves
79.7%). The half-wave potential of A-CoPt-NC is 0.96 V vs RHE, 90 mV superior to that of
Pt/C. The mass activity Tafel plot (Fig. 3d) shows that the A-CoPt-NC can deliver 20 times
higher mass activity than the 2017 target set by the DOE (a current density of 0.44 A/mgPt at

0.90 V, highlighted by blue dash line in Fig. 3d). The A-CoPt-NC can deliver the DOE targeted
mass activity at 1.08 V vs RHE, thus reducing the overpotential by 0.18 V. Impressively, the
ECSAPt per unit Pt mass (3225 m2/g) of A-CoPt-NC is the highest among the Pt contained
ORR catalysts reported so far (Fig. 3e), which is attributed to the high atom efficiency1, 2, 4.
With this advantage, the A-CoPt-NC also presents a much higher mass activity of 45.47 A/mg
compared to those of Pt/C and other Pt contained catalysts (Supplementary Table 1). More
importantly, the specific activity of A-CoPt-NC, which normalizes the performance to the
ECSA, is 3-fold greater than that of Pt/C, indicating that the individual active site in A-CoPtNC is more energetically favourable for ORR than that of Pt/C (Fig. 3e). As well as in the
alkaline media, the A-CoPt-NC presents a very good ORR performance in the acidic electrolyte
(0.1 M HClO4), with a mass activity 5.6 times higher than that of Pt/C (Supplementary Fig.8).

Catalytic mechanism of ORR in A-CoPt-NC

Figure 4 | Mechanistic study of ORR in A-CoPt-NC. a, The ORR free energy profiles
of a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 at the equilibrium potential (U=1.23 V), onset potential and zero
potential. b,c, The local densities of states of a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 and a(Pt-Pt)@N8V4.
d,e, The top view of the charge densities of a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 (d) and a(Pt-Pt)@N8V4
(e). Pink and aqua iso-surfaces with an isosurface level of 0.0025 𝑒/𝑎03 represent
electron accumulation and depletion areas respectively. f, An illustration of the ORR
reaction pathway on a(Co-Pt)@N8V4.

According to the published literature, the atomic Pt based catalysts have a low selectivity for
the 4e- transfer pathway for ORR (preferring to produce H2O2 rather than H2O), due to the need
of a synergistic effect from Pt sites within a desirable distance to break the O-O bond19-21.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the synergetic effect of atomic Pt-Me (Me=Co/Pt) coupling
species at the carbon defects (denoted as a(Pt-Me)@Defects) in A-CoPt-NC can enhance the
selectivity of 4e- transfer pathway and the overall activity by modulating the electronic
structure of metal atoms and altering the charge distribution at the coordination structures. To
investigate the synergistic effect, we performed DFT calculations on five different coordination
structures (each of them contains Pt-Pt and Co-Pt coordination as shown in Supplementary
Fig.9), which were selected according to the analysis of the distribution of adjacent metal
atomic interdistances (Fig. 2f) and STEM observations (Fig 2g-2i). The distances between the
two adjacent metal atoms in these 5 models are in the range from 0.227 nm to 0.504 nm, which
are in accord with the experimentally measured distances (Fig. 2f). Notably, the structure
N8V4 is directly observed from the STEM image in Fig. 2h. The binding energy of the atomic
metals on the 5 models were calculated as shown in Supplementary Table 2. It is shown that
atomic metals on N6V6 and N8V10 are not thermodynamically stable, thereby they are
excluded for further calculations. Accordingly, six ORR energy profiles are obtained as shown

in Supplementary Fig.10 and the corresponding onset potentials are summarized in
Supplementary Table 3. The most energetically favourable configuration is a(Co-Pt)@N8V4
with a low overpotential of 0.30 V. As shown in Fig. 4a, the first protonation step (𝑂2 → 𝑂𝑂𝐻 ∗ )
determined the onset potential, because the magnitude of change in free energy (0.3 eV) for
this step is the largest at equilibrium. Meanwhile, the potential determine step for a(PtPt)@N8V4 is the same with a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 (Supplementary Fig.10), whereas requires an
overpotential as large as 1.07 V (Supplementary Table 3). These results reveal that
heterogeneous atomic metals (Co and Pt) on N8V4 precede the homogenous atomic metals
(sole Pt) on N8V4, due to the stronger binding effect between a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 and O2.
To investigate the underlying origin of the interactions between different active sites
and the adsorbates, the density of the states of a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 and a(Pt-Pt)@N8V4 were
simulated (Fig. 4b and 4c). Since the d orbitals of noble/transition metal atoms and the 2p
orbitals of oxygen atoms participate in orbital coupling and form the new molecular orbitals
during the adsorption, we concentrate on the states of d orbitals of Pt and Co. According to the
d band centre theory proposed by Nørskov et al., the up-shifted d orbital relative to the Fermi
level will result in a strong binding between the catalyst and the adsorbate, and vice versa34.
Here, the energy of the Co 3d orbital in a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 is much closer to the Fermi level than
that of the Pt 5d orbital in a(Pt-Pt)@N8V4, indicating the strong binding between the a(CoPt)@N8V4 and oxygen. This difference in binding strength will further affect the ORR
activities of these two active sites, which is supported by the energy profiles (Fig. 4a). In
addition, the charge distribution patterns (Fig. 4d and 4e) show a strong electron accumulation
(pink area) around the Co atom in a(Co-Pt)@N8V4, but weak electron accumulation or
depletion around Pt in a(Pt-Pt)@N8V4, which can be attributed to the asymmetric deployment
of Pt and Co in a(Co-Pt)@N8V4, polarizing the surface charges near the active sites. The
electrons near Co will enable O2 to be transformed to H2O, thus enhancing the ORR

performance. Fig. 4f shows the ORR reaction associated with the 4e- pathway on a(CoPt)@N8V4, which involves four protic hydrogen and electron transfer steps: (i) the adsorbed
O2 transfers into OOH*; (ii) desorption of H2O and formation of O*; (iii) OH* is formed and
(iv) the OH* further associates with a protic H and an electron to generate H2O.
It is worth noting that the elementary steps from O2 to O* can also proceed through a
dissociative 4e- pathway, which is also energetically downhill in the energy profile
(Supplementary Fig. 11) with an even lower overpotential of only 0.21 V. In that case, the last
H2O desorption step is the reaction determining step. The reaction mechanism for the
dissociative 4e- pathway separates the oxygen bond in the first protonation step producing O*
and OH* instead of forming OOH*. Thermodynamically, this pathway is favourable, but the OO dissociation has a kinetic barrier with an activation energy of 0.56 eV. This is less than half
the barrier on single Pt atoms on a simular substrate35, and could be further influenced due to
solvent effects. Both these two pathways are different from that of IA-Pt catalysts21, 35, which
follow a 2e- pathway and has H2O2 as an intermediate product. Since O-O dissociation is the
key step of the 4e- pathway, it is suggested that the A-CoPt-NC exhibits a different reaction
pathway compared to the reported IA-Pt catalysts21, 35. Here, we attribute the high 4e- pathway
selectivity of A-CoPt-NC to the specific configuration structure of a(Co-Pt)@defect and the
synergistic effect between the atomic Co and Pt sites, which results in the up-shifting of the d
orbital and the charge polarization on the active site (a(Co-Pt)@N8V4). These factors
eventually alter the dissociation energy of O-O bond and endow the 4e- ORR pathway in ACoPt-NC.

Electrocatalytic HER activity of A-CoPt-NC in wide pH range

Figure 5 | Electrochemical hydrogen evolution activities. a, HER LSV curves of
Co-NC, A-CoPt-NC and Pt/C in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte. b, The durability test of ACoPt-NC for HER. The polarization curves were recorded initially and after 4000 CV
sweeps at a rate of 100 mV/s. The inset contains chronopotentiometry curves with a
current density of 10 mA/cm2 and 50 mA/cm2, respectively. c, The HER free energy
profiles of the Pt/C, 2H/a(Pt-Pt)@N6V4 and 2H/a(Co-Pt)@N6V4. Top view of the
model a(Co-Pt)@N6V4 are inset. d, HER LSV curves of Co-NC, A-CoPt-NC and Pt/C
in 1 M KOH electrolyte. e, The comparison of the overpotential needed to reach a
current density of 10 mA/cm2 (up) and the current density normalized to Pt mass at an
overpotential of 70 mV (down) of various HER catalysts in the wide pH range. The
data were collected from ref.36-41.

As demonstrated above, electron accumulation on Co will benefit for the electrocatalytic
reduction reactions, so it is natural to consider the A-CoPt-NC as an ideal catalyst for the HER.

Fig. 5a shows the LSV curves of Co-NC, A-CoPt-NC and Pt/C in the 0.5 M H2SO4 solution.
The overpotentials at a current density of 10 mA/cm2 were measured to be 27 mV for A-CoPtNC and 59 mV for Pt/C, respectively (Supplementary Fig.12). A-CoPt-NC also exhibits a
similar Tafel slope of 31 mV/dec to Pt/C, indicating the Volmer-Tafel pathway. Moreover, the
durability evaluation (Fig. 5b) shows that after 4000 CV cycles, only a slight decay can be
observed in the LSV curve and the chronopotentiometry curves retain stable for 8 hours
reaction at the current densities of 10 mA/cm2 and 50 mA/cm2, respectively, indicating good
stability of the A-CoPt-NC during the long-term HER reaction in an acidic environment. To
further investigate the reaction mechanism of A-CoPt-NC for HER, we determined the energy
profiles using DFT calculations. As shown in Fig. 5c, the two optimized configurations with
the lowest |𝛥𝐺𝐻 | are a(Co-Pt)@N6V4 and a(Pt-Pt)@N6V4, differing from that in ORR
process. A |𝛥𝐺𝐻 | value of zero represents the ideal interacting energy between the adsorbed
hydrogen and the catalyst. The value of |𝛥𝐺𝐻 | for a(Co-Pt)@N6V4 is 0.05 eV, lower than those
of Pt/C and a(Pt-Pt)@N6V4. The local densities of states (Supplementary Fig.13) of a(CoPt)@N6V4 show an obvious higher state density than a(Pt-Pt)@N6V4 near the Fermi level,
thereby increasing the coupling strength of the H* and catalysts. Furthermore, the charge
distribution patterns (Supplementary Fig.14) demonstrate that the a(Co-Pt)@N6V4 possesses
higher electron density around Co atom than that around Pt atoms in a(Pt-Pt)@N6V4, implying
the strong bonding capability with H* at Co site. In desorption step of H*, for a(Co-Pt)@N6V4,
the coupling is not strong enough, while for Pt/C, the interactions are stronger and thus the
desorption of the H2 produced requires more energy than for a(Co-Pt)@N6V4.
Considering that different HER devices in the realistic applications may be operated in
a various range of pH, a wide pH range tolerance is significant for the HER catalyst. Moreover,
the wide pH range tolerance also endows the catalyst to be multifunctional with OER or/and
ORR in their specific pH ranges. Fig. 5d indicates that A-CoPt-NC outperforms Pt/C in alkaline

media for HER. Due to the ultralow loading of Pt (0.16 wt %) in A-CoPt-NC, it can be a
promising alternative to commercial Pt/C catalyst and other Pt contained catalysts in the wide
pH range of HER applications. Fig. 5e and Supplementary Table 4 show η10 (the overpotential
required to reach a current density of 10 mA/cm2) and Jm,70 (activity normalized to Pt mass at
an overpotential of 70 mV) of various reported catalysts and A-CoPt-NC in the wide pH range
(A-CoPt-NC is from this work and the other data were collected from ref

36-41

). The A-CoPt-

NC exhibits the lowest η10 in acidic media and a competitive η10 in alkaline media for HER
compared to other Pt based electrocatalysts. Considering the advantage of ultralow loading, the
A-CoPt-NC achieves the highest Jm, 70 in both acidic and alkaline media, which are 224 and 45
A/mg, respectively. Even in the neutral media, A-CoPt-NC still exhibits a comparable activity
to Pt/C catalyst (Supplementary Fig.15), implying the A-CoPt-NC could be utilized over the
full pH range from acid to alkaline. Supplementary Fig.16 and Supplementary Table 5
summarized the η10 of all pH range functioned HER catalysts without Pt and the A-CoPt-NC
in this work (the Pt content is extremely low, with a ~0.0005mg/cm2 loading). Compared to
these reported catalysts, A-CoPt-NC presents the highest HER activities in acidic and alkaline
media and comparable activity in neutral media.

Conclusions
Utilizing the strategy of the electrochemical activation, Co cores were removed from the stable
Co/C core-shell structures producing nitrogen doped defective carbons with atomic metal
species. The activation process enables the removal of amorphous carbons, creating channels
in graphitic carbon shells to allow ingress of acidic solvent and the gradual removal Co cores.
Some of the atomic Co species were captured in the carbon shell. When using a Pt electrode
during the activation, atomic Pt species from the dissolution in electrolyte can also be cocaptured by the N-doped carbon shell. Accordingly, a carbon-based catalyst decorated by co
Co/Pt at an atomic scale is synthesized. The resulting catalyst (denoted as A-CoPt-NC) only

contains a small amount of Co (~1.72 wt%) and a very little Pt (~0.16 wt%), but shows
extremely high activities for both ORR and HER. The ORR mass activity is as high as 267
times of the commercial Pt/C and 20 times of the US DOE target at 0.90 V in alkaline. The
catalyst also exhibits considerably high ORR activity in acid but requires further improvement,
which is being considered in our further research. Moreover, the HER of this catalyst is much
superior to the commercial Pt/C both in acid and alkaline media. DFT calculations suggested
that the excellent electrocatalytic performance may originate from the charge redistribution and
the d orbital shift resulting from the synergetic effect of the atomic Pt and Co species in the
specific coordination structure (a(Co-Pt)@N8V4 for ORR and a(Co-Pt)@N6V4 for HER). It
is found that the atomic interaction of Pt-Co may be responsible for the high selectivity for 4epathway in ORR, differing from the reported 2e- pathway in isolated atomic Pt-based catalysts.
Thus, the appropriate coordination environment of atomic metal species by defect engineering
is of importance to tune the corresponding electronic redistribution for electrocatalysis, calling
for a re-thinking of accepted strategies for developing efficient electrochemical catalysts.

Methods
Synthesis of Co-MOF. In a typical synthesis, 0.2 g Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.21 g trimesic acid
(H3BTC) and 0.02 g 4,4’-bipyridine were dissolved in the 8.47 mL dimethylformamide (DMF).
Subsequently, 1 mL water and 7.18 mL diethylene glycol were added to the solution with 2
hours stirring to mix the components uniformly. Then the solution was kept at the temperature
of 65 °C for 48 hours. The Co-MOF was obtained after centrifugation.
Synthesis of A-CoPt-NC. A-CoPt-NC was prepared from Co-NC. Typically, the Co-MOF
was mixed with dicyandiamide (mass ratio is 1:16) and annealed at 850 °C for 2 hours with a
ramp rate of 4 °C under nitrogen atmosphere. Before calcining, the system was purged for two
hours with nitrogen gas to ensure the removal of oxygen from the furnace. Then 4 mg of the

Co-NC was dispersed in the 1 mL ethanol/nafion (200 µL/80 µL) solution for at least 30 min
ultrasonication. 10 µL of the mixture was dropped onto a polished glassy carbon electrode (4
mm in diameter).
Characterizations. Raman spectrum was recorded on a Renishaw InVia spectrometer with a
model 100 Ramascope optical fibre instrument. X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) data was
collected from a Kratos Axis ULTRA X-ray photoelectron spectrometer, and the binding energy
of the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV was used as an internal reference. Co and Pt K edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (XAFS) data were collected at Hard X-ray micro analysis beamline
(HXMA, 06ID). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were collected from
TECNAI 12 with acceleration voltages of 120 kV. Scanning transmission electron microscopyEnergy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) elemental mapping images were obtained
from TECNAI G2 F20 with acceleration voltages of 200 kV. High angle annular dark field
(HAADF) images and BF images are collected from probe-corrected JEOL ARM200F with
acceleration voltages of 80 kV.
Electrochemical measurements. All the electrochemical tests were performed in a
conventional three-electrode system at an electrochemical station (CHI 760E), using Ag/AgCl
(saturated KCl solution) electrode as the reference electrode, graphitic carbon rod as the
counter electrode and glassy carbon (GC) electrode as the working electrode. All potentials
were referred to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by following calculations: E (vs RHE)
= E (vs Ag/AgCl) + 0.197+0.059pH. 4 mg of sample and 80 µl of 5 wt. % Nafion solution were
dispersed in 1 ml of 4:1 v/v water/ethanol by at least 60 min sonication to form a homogeneous
solution. Then 5 μl of the solution was loaded onto the GC electrode of 3 mm in diameter. The
final loading for all catalysts and commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts on the GC electrodes is
about 0.262 mg/cm2. Linear sweep voltammetry with a scan rate of 5 mV/s was conducted in

1M KOH. Chronopotentiometry measurement (j = 5 mA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2) was performed
to evaluate the long-term stability.
Calculations. All calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(VASP)42 using density functional theory (DFT). The projector augmented-wave (PAW)43
method, the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE)44 functional and the dispersion
correction by Grimme (DFT-D3)45 were used to describe the electronic interactions. Different
structures were constructed to model the experimental systems to match the metal-metal
distance. Pores were formed in a supercell of 8×8 graphene unit cells by removing carbon
atoms. The different structures are illustrated and labelled in Supplementary Fig.8 (V – number
of missing carbon atoms) and some carbon atoms at the edges were exchanged with nitrogen
(N – number of nitrogen atoms). The unit cell size was 19.74×17.09×20 Å with a 2×2×1
gamma-centred k-point grid and a cut off energy of 450 eV. These parameters were selected
after carrying out preliminary tests. The free energies were calculated using a method similar
to the approaches by Nørskov et al.46, 47 (see supplementary information) using the zero point
energy (ZPE) and change in entropy (∆S°) for adsorption of the gases species on a zirconia
surface48. These results were used since a complete set of data was available and the results are
expected to be insensitive to the surface.
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